Fusogenic activity of cationic lipids and lipid shape distribution.
Addition of co-lipids into cationic lipid formulations is considered as promoting cell delivery of DNA by enhancing fusion processes with cell membranes. Here, by combining FRET and confocal microscopy, we demonstrate that some cationic lipids do not require a co-lipid to fuse efficiently with cells. These cationic lipids are able to self-organize into bilayers that are stable enough to form liposomes, while presenting some destabilizing properties reminiscent of the conically shaped fusogenic co-lipid, DOPE. We therefore analyzed the resident lipid structures in cationic bilayers by molecular dynamics simulations, clustering the individual lipid structures into populations of similarly shaped molecules, as opposed to the classical approach of using the static packing parameter to define the lipid shapes. Comparison of fusogenic properties with these lipid populations suggests that the ratio of cylindrical versus conical lipid populations correlates with the ability to fuse with cell membranes.